Abstract -This paper presents a neural network approach to image color quantization and hence image data compression. Self-organizing feature maps form a basis for general vector quantization and this is applied to the tristimulus color values of image pixels. For image telecommunication systems such as videoconferencing, it Is desirable to constrain the encoder to a single pass of the image using the normal raster scan but this conflicts with the training requirements of a self-organized network. By appropriate choice of codebook size, this limitation can be turned into an advantage. The network performs a mix of vector quantization and run length coding, thus compressing the image data in two ways.
I. Introduction
With the advent of videoconferencing and color medical imaging there is an emerging need for fast &?ta compression algorithms for color images. Color image compression can be considered in two parts: pixel quantization and image spatial coding. Quantization concems the coding of individual pixels in the image. Image spatial coding refers to the use of neighbourhood relationships and image geometry to compactly describe the contents of an image. For monochrome images, the benefit from pixel quantization is small when compared with that of spatial coding. In color images the compression possibilities from pixel quantization are significant. With 256 levels of red, green and blue in a typical color image, there are 16,777,216 possible values for each pixel. It is very unlikely that all pixel colors will occur simultaneously in any image and it is physically impossible in any image smaller than 4O96x4O96 pixels, so the entropy of the color values will typically be much smaller than their raw size. The pixel colors can be compressed losslessly down to the entropy level and further if loss is permitted. Color quantization is the process of coding the pixel colors below the pixel entropy but with minimal visual degradation. The approach in this paper i s to use a self-organising neural network for color quantization, with an adaptive codebook for faster training. A neural network has the advantage that it learns adaptively from the data presented and it works best with a large amount of data, which exists in a digital image. A neural network architecture is also well suited to high speed processing because it is massively parallel. As color quantization involves an analysis of the pixels in an image to determine a codebook and this codebook is not previously known, a selforganising network is required. Supervised and reinforced paradigms are not appropriate for this task due to the amount of corrective data that they require for training.
In the following sections, Kohonen' 
III. Applying Self-Organization to Color Quantization
Color pixels are quantized by assigning each pixel to one color from a codebook. A self-organizing neural network can achieve this by matching each pixel's color to the closest color in a self-organized array. Prior to matching each pixel, the network must first be trained to develop its codebook of colors from the image.
A self-organizing architecture for color quantization is developed as follows. The network uses the type of processing element introduced by Teuvo Kohonen [6] and comprises three slabs: an input slab, a self-organizing slab and an output slab. If the inputs are the red, green and blue tristimulus values of a single pixel then, after training with random presentations of colors from an image, eacb element in the self-organizing slab will correspond to a single time-averaged color. The set of colors thus formed becomes the codebook for pixel classification. The size of the codebook is determined by the size of the selforganizing slab, so an image can be quantized to any desired extent by a priori specification of the dimensions of the neural network. To code the quantized output, the winning self-organized node is mapped to a binary output vector by means of a set of binary weights leading from the self-organizing slab to the output slab.
The network is shown in Figure 1 . During classification, the input tristimulus color is compared to each color in the codebook by measuring the Euclidean distance in redgreen-blue space. The distance between the input and the i-th codebook vector is:
where [ Ri, Gi, Bi ] where Di = a [ r-R. , g-G. , b-B. 3 for i=winner and Di = p [r-Ri,g-Gi,b-B. ] foriowinner with a > p , since a is the learning rate for winning vectors and p is the learning rate for the other vectors. 
W. Sequential Scanning
The standard self-organizing architecture is an effective quantizer but its codebook must be determined prior to quantization. This typically requires a training run through random selections of pixel colors from the image until the codebook converges to an average color representation of the whole image. This training phase adds a considerable overhead to the quantization process. It implies that each complete video frame would have to be received and stored before training could commence and the training must finish before the coded sequence can be generated.
The adaptive codebook algorithm works as follows. Each pixel is transmitted first as a codebook index and then as a R,G,B triplet if new to the codebook. An input pixel will be new to the codebook if the winning distance distancei is greater than a predetermined threshold T. If the codebook is indexed by N bits, so that there are 2N possible vectors in the codebook, one vector is dedicated to highlight new entries, leaving 2N -1 ordinary vectors. When a new entry is required, it initially is placed in the first unused position, but after the codebook is full it replaces the entry Images are transmitted in a raster scan sequence* with the greatest Euclidean distance from the input pixel. from top to bottom and left to right. It is desirable for a color quantizer to code the image sequentially in the scanned order, so that the complete image is not required V. Compression Results beforehand for training. By feeding the pixels sequentially to the self-organizing feature maps, the training and quantization is performed simultanously so the codebook It can be shown that the total number of bits for an image compressed by the above algorithm is: Both images are displayed on an IRIS4D workstation in full 24-bit color. As color cannot be reproduced in this publication, only the green components of the images are shown. The images have been half-toned through a 8x8 dithering grid.
VI. Choice of Codebook Size
If the codebook size is small and/or if the threshold distance is small, there will be fewer entries in the codebook than can accurately represent the image. A significant portion of the image pixels will therefore miss the codebook and require insertion at both the coder and decoder. In the extreme case, a codebook of size 1 would require almost every pixel to be ttansmiued, consuming 24 bits each.
If the codebook size is too large and/or if the threshold distance is large, there will be sufficient entries to describe the image and some may remain unused.
By scanning the image horizontally, the codebook is storing the most useful recent colors that it has encountered, which is a geneml form of run length coding.
A run length coder is equivalent to a vector quantiser with a codebook size of 1, capable only of detecting each change of code. With increasing codebook size, there is a greater number of colors that are stored, up to the maximum number required for an image. Thus, it is possible to constrain the self-organising network to perform a mixture of quantization and run length coding by adjusting the codebook size. If the codebook size is sufficiently large that its vectors do not need replacement, the network performs quantization only. If the wdebook is smaller, some vectors will be replaced during the horizontal scans.
W. Conclusions
A self-organizing network has been developed to quantize the pixels in 24-bit full color images. The network incorporates Kohonen's self-organizing feature map with binary output mapping and the learning algorithm is modified so that it can be trained on a single sequential pass through each image. By appropriate choice of codebook size, the network can perform a combination of pixel quantization and run length coding. A demonstration %-bit color image was compressed to 6.05 bits per pixel with minimal visual degredation and the images have been reproduced here in monocrome.
